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Chloroplasts and mitochondria are energy-converting organelles of eukaryotic cells. They also contain small, specialised, functional genomes. While their genetic and energy-converting systems are evidently bacterial in origin, most genes for chloroplast and mitochondrial components now reside in the cell nucleus. So why did some genes move, while others did not?

The above subject was the focus for a Royal Society Discussion Meeting held on 26 and 27 June 2002 and will be published as an individual volume of Philosophical Transactions: Series B in January 2003.

Subscribers to the journal will be able to access the full content via FirstCite – The Royal Society’s rapid online publication service – six weeks prior to official publication by visiting the Royal Society website at www.pubs.royalsoc.ac.uk

Non-subscribers can purchase this issue at the special price of £45 (usual price £85) for a limited amount of time. To place an advance order for the full issue at the special price please contact The Royal Society; by telephone on +44 (0) 870 121 4224, fax: +44 (0) 870 121 4223 or by email at royalsociety@twoten.press.net

To purchase individual papers on a pay-per-view basis, or for free abstracts please visit our website at the time of publication.

Philosophical Transactions has been published continuously since 1665. This monthly journal publishes the papers from the Royal Society Discussion Meetings, topical Themed issues and authoritative reviews. All papers are stringently peer-reviewed.
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